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A recent abstract result of Rankin (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot . to appear) IS apphed 
to the peristaltic transport of a heat-conducting flmd in a flexible tube. The 
Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations are used as the governmg equations, a pressure 
drop over a wavelength of the tube is prescribed to ensure uniqueness, and 
Newton’s cooling law for the temperature is imposed on the boundary. With the 
notion of a weak solutron introduced, local existence, uniqueness, regulartty, and 
continuation of solutions are considered; in particular, W:(Q) regulartty of the 
soluttons is estabhshed T 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Peristaltic flows are generated by the propagation of waves along the 
flexible walls of a channel. Because there are no internal moving parts, 
peristaltic transport provides an efficient, clean, and safe means for fluid 
transport and is widely used in industrial peristaltic pumping. In 
physiological and medical applications, peristaltic transport is used for the 
transport of blood within small blood vessels or artificial blood devices. 
The mathematical work on peristaltic transport was initiated by Fung 
and Yih [6] and Shapiro, Jaffrin, and Weinberg [lS], using the Navier- 
Stokes equations for a viscous fluid as model equations. A survey of the 
research results based upon the viscous fluid model can be found in works 
by Jaffrin and Shapiro [ 123 and Winet [25]. Recently models taking into 
account additional effects have been developed. The peristaltic transport of 
a viscous fluid with solid particles was studied by Hung and Brown [ 111 
and Kaimal [ 141. Bestman [2] and Tang and Shen [ 19-221 considered 
the case of a heat-conducting fluid. Existence and uniqueness results for 
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stationary and nonstationary problems were established. Numerical results 
based on a 2-d model can be found in [21]. 
In this paper, the nonstationary problem of the peristaltic transport of a 
heat-conducting viscous fluid in a flexible tube subject to Newton’s cooling 
law at the boundary is studied by abstract functional analysis methods and 
W:(Q) regularity of the solutions is established. In the formulation of the 
problem, the Oberbeck-Boussinesq (O-B) equations are used as model 
equations. Mathematically there are four aspects that are of special 
interest: 
(1) The equations are nonlinearly coupled together. 
(2) In addition to all the initial boundary conditions, either a 
pressure drop condition or a flux condition must be prescribed to ensure 
the uniqueness of a solution. 
(3) The domain is periodic in one direction and therefore is 
unbounded. 
(4) Newton’s cooling law makes the treatment for the boundary 
condition more complicated. 
We formulate the problem in Section 2 and present the existence, 
uniqueness, and regularity results in Section 3. 
2. FORMULATION 
Consider the motion of a heat-conducting viscous fluid governed by the 
O-B equations [13] in a flexible tube subject to a prescribed peristaltic 
motion of the tube wall with constant axial speed and wave length I*. In 
reference to a coordinate system (x*, y*, z*) moving with the wave, the 
boundary of the tube is stationary and the equations are 
aT* 
at* + u* .V*T* = k,*V*‘T* + Q;(x), 
k,* 
aT* 
-+h;T* 
an >I 
r= cp:(x*), u* (r= (-c, f *c/1*, g*c/I*), 
T* I,=o=cpd(x*), u*I,=o=uo*(x*), 
P* 1x=,*-P* lx*=O=Pd*, 
where p is the constant density, II* is the velocity, T* is the temperature, 
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T,* is a constant, p* is the pressure, p is the viscosity coefficient, QT is the 
heat source, g is the constant gravitational acceleration, CY-~ is the constant 
temperature gradient, k: is the constant thermal conductivity, h,* is the 
constant surface conductance, C is the wave velocity, cp$ and u$ are the 
given initial conditions, cp: is a prescribed function related to the ambient 
temperature outside the wall, f* and g* are determined by the motion of 
the tube, and p,$ is the prescribed pressure drop. The nondimensionalized 
equations for the nonstationary problem are 
dU 
t+(uV)u= -VP-a.Tk+R-‘V’u, 
v.u=o, 
aT 
;;;+u.VT=k,V2T+Q,. 
P If-,-P /ro=PJ* XEQ, fE(0, t], 
where QT., ul. uO, cp, cpO are prescribed functions of .Y, )’ and Z, which are 
periodic in x with period I; ~4, . n I r = 0 because the wall of the tube is 
impenetrable; R is the Reynolds number; k,= P; ‘, Pe is the so-called 
PC&t number; the tube wall is prescribed by H(x, Y, Z) = 0, which is 
periodic in x; R = { (?I, y, Z) I 0 d x Q 1, (?: Z) E D(x) ); D(x) is the open 
cross section of the domain bounded by the tube at any Y in [0, UJ; I- is 
the lateral surface of R; and f,, r, are the cross sections at x = 0 and x = f, 
respectively. By introducing the disturbance 
u**=u- 8, T**=T-7 
where (8, T) is the corresponding steady solution and again using (II, T) 
for (u**, T** ), we introduce the equations 
u,+(uV)8+(8V)u+(uV)u= -Vp+a,Tk+;-V’u, 
v.u=o, 
T,+u.V% &VT+wVT=kJ’T+Q, 
U lr=O, u l,=cl=ug, 
ar 
krz+h,T r=O, 
)I 
Tl,=O=cpCh 
(2.1) 
P(l,~,--)-p(O,y,=)=p,, XEQ, fE [O, r,). 
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Equations (2.1) now lit within the framework of the theory developed in 
[17]. To apply functional analysis methods, in particular, the method of 
semigroup of operators, we introduce the “torus topology” in 52 and related 
function spaces as follows. Identifying the two ends of the periodic domain 
Q together, we get a torus. We use the topology of the torus for our 
domain 52. In particular, a set A c Q is compact in Q if the corresponding 
set is compact in the torus. Thus aQ = f; f, and f, are not considered as 
parts of the boundary. The usual Sobolev spaces are all with this topology 
in this paper unless otherwise stated. C,“(Q) is the space of C” periodic 
functions (periodic in the x-direction) on a; C&(Q), the space of CF 
functions with compact support in Q; p(Q), the space of CF solenoidal 
vector functions with compact support in Q; o(Q), the space of functions 
in C;(Q) which satisfy (k,iYT/dn+h.T) lr=O, where k,, h, are positive 
constants and aT/an is the normal derivative of T at f in the outward 
direction. Let X, be the closure in (L,(Q))n (also denoted by L,(Q)) of P 
and G, be the closure in (L,(Q))” of the space {u : u =Vf, f E W:, f is 
periodic in x}. We have 
LEMMA 1 (L, decomposition). Let X, and G, be defined as before and 
r> 1; then 
(L(Q)Y = X,(Q) 0 G,(Q). 
Proof We need to prove the following (for reference, see the proofs in 
Fujiwara and Morimoto [S] and Yudovich [26, Lemma 5.1, p. 481): 
1”. Let UE Cc, and I-’ be smooth (C*). Then the boundary value 
problem 
Acp, =div u, (2.2 
‘PI Ir=O7 (2.3) 
(PI Ir,=cp1 lfi (2.4) 
has a unique solution (p, E C,“(Q) and the estimate 
(2.5) 
holds for some constant C independent of u. The equality (2.4) holds in the 
trace theorem sense. 
2”. There exists a projection operator P on C;,. P admits a 
continuation from the set C& to a bounded operator P, in L,(Q). 
3”. In particular, P is the orthogonal projection in Lz onto X2. 
4”. P,L,(Q) is a closed subspace of L?(Q). 
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Because C 2 p is dense in both P,L,(Q) and X,(Q), 4” implies that 
PJ-r(Q) = x,(Q). 
5’. P,*=P,((l/r+l/r’=l, l<r<,x). 
6’. (P,L,(Q))’ = G,,, where 
(PrL,(SZ))L= {uEL,.(Q) ( (u,v)=O for all VEP,L,(O)) 
7’. X,l=G r’. 
We proceed one by one. 
1’. Following the guideline of Chapter 2 of [ 151, we prove the 
existence of a generalized solution first. Then a regularity argument will 
give classic solutions when the given data are smooth, Recall that for L g 
smooth, we have the Green’s formula 
When f and g are periodic in x, integrations on f, and f, cancel out and 
the formula becomes 
j (2.6) 
R 
Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by g E C 2, and integrating over Q, using an 
integration by parts for the left side, we obtain 
j (Vtp,).(Vg)dn=j (divu)gdQ (2.7 ) 
R R 
This suggests that we should use the I-I,-norm in I&‘:(Q), 
(2.8) 
This norm is equivalent to the usual Wi-norm on w:(Q) (Adams [ 11). 
The inner product for f E LkL and g E L@:, is defined as 
cf, glH=[o PV,)~m!)~Q, (2.9) 
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where l/r + l/r’= 1. A function ‘p, is called a generalized solution of 
(2.2)-(2.4) if (2.7) holds for all g6 C&. We shall use the w:(Q) topology 
to get the existence and the W,‘(Q) topology to get estimate (2.5). Let us 
rewrite (2.7) as 
The right side of (2.10) clearly defines a bounded functional /J g) on t&i. 
By Riesz’ theorem, there is an element AUE I@: such that 
I (div u) g dQ = [Au, glH. (2.11) n 
Combining (2.11) with (2.19), we get 
L-V,? glff= CA4 glm (2.12) 
i.e., 40, = Au, and we have a solution. When u is smooth, using the same 
argument as that in [15], we can show easily that (2.2)-(2.4) are satisfied 
in the classic sense and ‘p, E C?(Q). Uniqueness can be proved in the same 
way as that in [15]. To get (2.5), integrate the right side of (2.7) by parts, 
Consider both sides as functionals on W:. and use Riesz’ theorem; (2.13) 
implies 
llV~,II.,~C 1141L; (2.14) 
2”. Let UEC~,; then the boundary value problem (2.2)-(2.4) has a 
unique solution rp E C& with estimate (2.5). We introduce the vector a by 
setting 
Then 
u=a+Vqx (2.15) 
div a = div u - div Vcp = 0, (2.16) 
and a vanishes on I-. We have 
Define 
aeX,, Vcp E G,. 
Pu=a. 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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It is easy to check that P is a projection and VC P(L,(B)). Using (2.5), we 
have 
so P admits a continuation to a bounded operator P, in L,. 
3”. To see that P realizes an orthogonal projection in L,, we compute 
as follows : 
a dQ = [ div(cpa) dQ 
*R 
= l (cpa),,dS={ (cpa),dS=O. (2.20) rburtur F 
It can be checked that F’,L,(Q) is a closed subspace of Lz(B). The facts 
that PC P,L,(sZ) and VC Xez give P,L,(Q) = X2. Now we show that 
L, = XZ 0 G,. In fact, let a E V, then (20) implies that Xf I G?. To show 
Xi c Gz, more work is required. Recall the decomposition theorem for 
L,(Q), where Q has the usual topology, 
L?= J(Q)@G(Q), 
where J(Q) is the L, completion of all smooth solenoidal vectors with 
compact support in Q (in the usual topology) and G(Q) is the completion 
of all vectors of the form Vcp, where cp is smooth. Note that J c X,, and we 
have GIX:. For any VE Xi, we have VEG, i.e., there is a smooth func- 
tion cp such that v = Vq For any u = (u,, u2, u,) E iT, note that V u = 0, 
and we have 
o=[ u.vdQ= j (WudQ=j [(Vcp).u+cp(V.u)]dQ 
‘R R R 
=- j cpu,ds+l w,dS=/ (cP([,J’,~)--(O,)!.=))u,ds. (2.21 )
r0 rl rl 
This implies 
cp(f, y, z) = cp(0, y, 2). (2.22) 
Therefore, cp is periodic, v E Gz, and Xi = G,. 
The proofs for 4”-7” are omitted because they are almost identical to the 
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proofs in Fujiwara’s paper with the exception that periodic boundary 
conditions are utilized by means of the modified Green’s formula (2.6). 
Combining all of these, we have 
and the proof is completed. 
Remark. The proof can be conducted alternatively by starting from the 
Neumann problem 
dcp, = div u, 
aql =o - 
dn (- ’ 
Then the definition for ti should be changed to 
fi= {u) UEC~(Q), divu=O, u.n I,-=O}, 
and X, is the L, closure of I? It turns out that the set 
{u 1 UEC~,(Q), divu=O) 
is dense in X, (for reference, see [26, Lemma 5.2, p. 493) and we end up 
with the same result. 
Let the continuous, bounded projection from L: to X, be P,. We also 
have that X, is a reflexive Banach space and P, preserves regularity. By 
using PO we can eliminate the pressure term (except the pressure drop) 
from the equations. We also use Vf,,(Q), U:,,(Q) to denote the comple- 
tions of v, 0 in the W,l norms, respectively. W:(Q), W:(Q), W:,,(Q), and 
W:,,(Q) are used to denote respectively spaces of scalar and vector 
functions with L, derivatives up to nth order as usual. L(p, q) denotes the 
space of all linear operators from L,(Q) to L,(Q). 
In order to apply the result in Rankin [ 173, we consider the following 
abstract setting: 
Let X be a Banach space and A a densely defined closed linear operator 
with -A generating an analytic semigroup of operators, E(t), t 2 0. As is 
well known (Pazy [16]), the semilinear evolution equation 
u’(t) + Au(t) = F(u(t)), t > 0, (2.23) 
u(O) = 44 (2.24) 
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has a mild solution [ 173 given by the solution of the integral equation 
u(r)=E(t)cp+ [’ E(t-s)F(u(s))ds, t 2 0. 
JO 
According to Rankin [17], we have the following: 
LEMMA 2 (weak solution). Let Y c X be Bunach spaces and - .4 
generate an analytic semigroup of linear operators E(t). t > 0 on X, such 
that: 
(i) A” for 0 <a < 1 exists as a closed and densely defined linear 
operator, A-‘: X + D(A”) is a bounded linear operator, where D(A’) is the 
domain of A”, X” is D(A*) with the graph norm, and X” c Y c X; 
(ii) E(t) : X-, Y f or all t > 0 is a bounded linear operator, E(t) y is 
continuous in t in the norm of Y for each y E Y, I\ABE(t)l(,_ ,E L’(0, r) for 
/I E [a, a + d] -for some d > 0 and every r > 0; 
(iii) F: X, + X and there exists G: Y --+ X, where G is locally Lipschitz 
such that for each ‘p E X’, F( 50) = A”G( cp ). 
Then for each q~ E Y, there exist t, > 0 and a unique continuous function 
U: [0, to + Y such that 
u(t)=E(t)rp+/’ A”E(t-s)G(u(s))ds, t 2 0. (2.25) 
0 
LEMMA 3 (strong solution). If the conditions in Lemma 2 hold and 
(iv) IIA”E(t)ll.+ y<cttC for some ~E(O, l), 
(v) F is locally Lipschitz continuous from X” into X, 
(vi) X’-‘c X”, 
then for each cp E Y, there exist t , > 0 und a unique function u( t ), 
utt)~CttO, t,);D(A))nC’(CO, t,);X), u(O) = cp, 
and u satisfies (2.23 k(2.24). 
The solutions obtained in Lemmas 2 and 3 are called weak and strong 
solutions, respectively, of (2.23 )-( 2.24). 
To apply the above abstract result, it is necessary to rewrite the O-B 
equations. Letting 
A, = -; P,V’, AI= -k.V’, (2.26) 
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we can rewrite (2.1) as 
where 
u,+A,u=R,(8)u+m,(u,u)+P,(a.Tk+p,i), (2.27) 
T,+A,T=M,(& bu, T)+N,(T,u)+Q., (2.28) 
au, v) = -cJ,(~,~,), 6 = (4, F,,4), E,(T u)= -D,b,T), 
(2.29) 
R,(Zl)u=F*(D,u)+F,(u, O), fl,(u, u) = F,(u, u), (2.30) 
M,=F,(T, u)+F4(T, th N4=F4(T,u). (2.31) 
The fact that the operator -A, generates a bounded analytic semigroup of 
class C, in X, for 1 < r < co can be established by modifying the proof in 
Giga [7]. Similar results can be obtained for -A* by considering 
-V’T= f, 
(g+kT) I,=O. (2.32) 
TI,,o= Tl,=,. 
Following Friedman [4, p. 1581, define A: = (A;“)-‘, i= 1, 2, for a>0 
with 
A,-‘=1 j= s’-‘E,(s)ds, 
r(a) 0 
where E,(t) is the semigroup generated by - Ai, and we have the estimate 
IIA:E,Wll,,r,,, < Ct-“. (2.34) 
Denote 
U 
w= - ) 0 T G(w) = A-“F(w), (2.35) 
and the weak form of (2.27)-(2.28) can be written as 
w(t)=E(t)wo+[ A’E(r-.s)G(w(s))ds. 
0 
(2.36) 
Now we are ready for the proofs of the main theorems. 
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3. THE RESULTS 
Let X= X,,z 0 Lr,2 and Y = X,0 L, and let the operator A, F, and the 
semigroup E(t) be defined as before. 
LEMMA 4. Let 
A”= MaE(t L,,,, y, =,~~x2(llAPE,(t)ll,,,,,). (3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Then we have the estimate 
IIA”E(t)ll L(r, r, Q Ct-“7 O<cc<l. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of (2.13 ). 
According to Giga [8], 
&At:‘) = W~.,(Q)n X,(Q), D(Al’2)= u;,,(sz). 
Define 
then 
X’~2=D(A’;2)=D(A:‘2)0D(A:‘2); (3.4) 
X ‘12 c yc x. (3.5) 
The estimate (3.2) and (3.5) imply that condition (i) in Lemma 2 is 
satisfied. 
LEMMA 5. The semigroup E(t) maps X --+ Y for r > 2 and satisfies the 
inequality 
IIA’E(t)ll x+ r< Ct-(z+g’, 
n ;=--, m < 2. (3.6) 
mr 
Proof: For WE W:(Q), we have the Sobolev-Nirenberg-Gagliardo 
inequality [4, p. 241 
ll”llq~ c II~“wll: Ilwp, for ~2 L-A 61. 
( > 
(3.7) 
mr 9 
Note that D(A,) c W:(Q) and D(A,) c W:(Q) for m < 2 imply 
IID”wll G C llA,wll,, i= 1, 2. (3.8) 
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For simplicity, we work with each component of the vector functions. Let 
w = E, (t)u with u E X, or u E L,, respectively, in the S-N-G inequality 
IlE,WulI,~C ll4E,(tMl: llW)4lf -.- 
<C(t-’ l1ull,)= llullf-‘=Ct-’ lIullr. (3.9) 
For a>O, 
A;E,(t)v= E,(t/2) A;E,(t/2)v. (3.10) 
Let u = APE, (t/2)v, and (3.9) implies 
II4E,W)vII,= llE,(~/2)~PE,(~/2)vll,~Cct-’ ll~PE,(~/2)vll. 
< C2-“t-‘i+a’ IJVIJ,, (3.11) 
where we have used the fact that 
lIA~E,(~/2)ll,,,.,~C2-“t~OL. (3.12) 
Recall the definitions of X and Y and let r + r/2, q + r; we obtain 
2 = n/( mr), 
and the lemma is proved. 
Take a = $, m = 2, r > n, and (3.6) implies 
IWE(t ,yr/f2, ,) < Ct - (” + r”c2r). (3.13) 
LEMMA 6. Let B be the operator 
B 
J 
zA-~I’P D 
I a I' l<j<n, 
Then Bj admits a bounded extension B, as an operator from (L,(Q))n to X,. 
Similarly, 
c 
J 
= A - Ij2D 
2 I' l<j<n, 
admits a bounded extension C, as an operator from L, to L,, 1 c r c CO. 
Proof: We carry out the proof for B, only. The proof for C, is similar. 
Let 
be the Laplacian acting in (L,(Q))“. Then according to Giga [S], 
D(A;‘2) = D(Y;“) n X,, (3.14) 
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where 
D(dPf!‘j= w;,pr. 
Now write B,= @‘t, where 
(3.15) 
We want to show that q has a bounded extension. Define 5 in (L,(Q))” 
by 
- s 12 
V,=,,,c ’ 
l/r+ l/q= 1; (3.18) 
then (3.15) implies that ~E~((L&SZ))~). But 
r,= -v;“, (3.19) 
where r,* is the adjoint to c. It follows from (3.19) that y has a bounded 
linear extension VJESQ(L,(Q))“) and there exists a constant c, such that 
II v,ll L,r, , Q Cl. (3.2Oj 
We follow the same duality argument for I?? Noting that the adjoint of 
Yr is 
Ip,* = Yq, 
we define 
w’= q2&f ; I:‘)*, (3.21) 
where (A;“‘)* is A;‘;’ acting in (L&Q))“. It follows from (3.14) that 
(A;“‘) maps X, onto (Wh ,,(sZ)) nX,. 1, is the injection taking X, into 
(L&Q))“. Combining this with (3.15), we conclude that W is a bounded 
operator from A’, into (L,(Q))” and there is a constant c2 such that 
II WlI L,q,g,GC2. (3.22) 
Since m= IV*, by duality @ has a bounded linear extension W with 
II WI ur, r) = II WI Qy, q)’ 
The operator B, = WV, is the desired bounded extension of B,. 
The other terms certainly produce bounded operators. 
(3.23) 
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LEMMA 7. G = A - ‘/‘F is locally Lipschitz from Y to X for r > 2. 
ProojI According to Lemma 6, G is a bounded operator from Y to X 
for r > 2. Recalling the definition of F, we need to show 
II4(~,~,)llr,2 Q c lbllr Ilvll,; (3.24) 
11~,(~~,)1l.~z~~~(JT~l. lb/t,; (3.25) 
lle~Cu~u~~~~~Cuiv,‘~ll ,/26 c Ilu l, (Ilv’ --211,); (3.26) 
IIB~~u~u~~~B~~u~u~~ll~j2~c~llull~+ Ilvll~)(llu-vllJ~ (3.27) 
and some other similar inequalities. Here C is a generic constant. Using 
Lemma 6 and Holder’s inequality, 
Using Lemma 6 and (3.24), 
II~,(U,U,‘)-~,(U,U,‘)ll.,2~c Ilui(Uj-U,‘)llr,2<c ll”llr (lIV’-v211r)~ 
IP,(v,) - q4qll,i? G c Ilw,- U,U,Ilri.? 
<C(ll4l,+ llvll.)(lIu--II,). 
We use the same argument for all the terms in F, then combine’all the 
facts. and we obtain 
Il~~~,~‘~-~~~,~=~ll,;2d~II~II,Il~’-~=lI,, (3.28) 
IlG(w’, w’)--G(w=, w=)ll.~2~Wlw’ll,+ IIw211A lb+-w=llr. (3.29) 
For each cp in Xl”‘, it is obvious that F(q)= A”=G(cJI). The lemma is 
proved. 
Combining all the facts proved up to now, we see that all the conditions 
in Lemma 2 are satisfied, and we have established: 
THEOREM 1 (weak solution). Zf 0~ W:(Q), FE W:(Q), where (0, p) is 
the corresponding steady solution of (2.1). Then for each w,, E Y = X, 0 L,, 
r > 2, there exist t, ~0 and a unique continuous function w(t): [0, t,) + Y 
such that (2.15) is satisfied for a = 4, 
For the strong solutions the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 8. F is locally Lipschitz continuous from XII2 to X. 
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proof Basically we need to show 
IIF,(u,u)-F,(v,v)ll,2~c /Iu--lIx~b 
I~F,(~,u)-F,(~,~v)ll.,,~~ll~-~/l.~~~ 
IIF,(u, m-m m,..*<c /I~--ll‘Y~~~ 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
for i= 1, 2, 3, and 
where all the notations are defined in Section 2. Because PO is a bounded 
operator and preserves regularity, consider (3.30), 
For (3.31), 
IIF,(2!U~-~F,(~,~)ll,,*6C IIO,(V,u,)-D,(cr,~,)ll,:, 
GC IIw~,-~,)ll,; 
<Cll8ll.~, lIu-vll,~~clIu--ll.l~. 
For all the other inequalities, the situation is the same. 
Taking c( = i, it is easy to see that all the conditions in Lemmas 2 and 3 
are satisfied. Therefore we have proved 
THEOREM 2 (strong solution). Under the conditions of Theorem 1, 
the solution w(t)= (u(t), T(t)) obtained in Theorem 1 satisfies (2.6b(2.7). 
Furthermore, 
wtt)Ec(to, t,); ~(~))nC’(CO, t,); m; 
w(0) = WC). 
409.169,2-7 
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Remark. In &?I], a global strong solution u(t) E w#), T(~)E W;(Q) 
was obtained under the assumptions that the Reynolds number is small, 
the heat-conducting coefficients are large, and the initial data are in 
W:(Q). In C221, a global weak solution U(I)E W:(Q), T(~)E W:(Q) was 
obtained without requiring that the Reynolds number be small and the 
heat-conducting coefficients be large. But the disadvantages there are: 
(1) The equations are satisfied in the distributional sense. 
(2) Additional regularity of the solution was assumed in the proof of 
uniqueness. 
In contrast with [21,22], the regularity of (u(t), T(t)) obtained in this 
paper is 
u(t) E W,2(Q), T(t) E wm (E co, fl). 
This is an improvement over the results obtained in [21, 221. The require- 
ment for the Reynolds number and heat-conducting coefficients is dropped 
and the requirement for the regularity of initial data has also been reduced 
from that required in [21,22]. Another advantage of the semigroup 
method is that once we establish existence of solutions, uniqueness and 
regularity follow automatically. Therefore the proof is brief and simplified 
compared to the methods used in [21,22]. 
The solutions obtained above are local solutions. As for the global 
properties, according to Theorem 3 in [ 173, we have: 
THEOREM 3 (global solution). Let [0, t,,,) be the maximum interual of 
existence of w(f). Zf t,,, < co, then 
lim i ’ (IA’i2E(t -s)ll x-+ y IlG(w(s))ll x ds = ~0, (3.36) I- ~max 0 
lim ]Iw(t)ll Y= 00. (3.37) 
f-fmar 
Therefore, we need only prove 
Ilw(t)llYGC<~ (3.38) 
to get global existence and uniqueness; i.e., if we can show that 
Ilu(t) G c< m, II~(t)llrG c-z a, 2<r<03, 
for all t> 0, the solution will be global. This is different from the usual 
approach, where bounds are required in W,‘(Q). The difficulty here is in 
obtaining appropriate bounds for the nonlinear term. This problem still 
remains open. 
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